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ABSTRACT

WiFi-based wireless LANs (WLANs) are widely used for
Internet access. They were designed such that an Access
Points (AP) serves few associated clients with symmetric
uplink/downlink traffic patterns. Usage of WiFi hotspots in
locations such as airports and large conventions frequently
experience poor performance in terms of downlink good-
put and responsiveness. We study the various factors re-
sponsible for this performance degradation. We analyse
and emulate a large conference network environment on our
testbed with 45 nodes. We find that presence of asymmetry
between the uplink/downlink traffic results in backlogged
packets at WiFi Access Point’s (AP’s) transmission queue
and subsequent packet losses. This traffic asymmetry re-
sults in maximum performance loss for such an environment
along with degradation due to rate diversity, fairness and
TCP behaviour. We propose our solution WiFox, which
(1) adaptively prioritizes AP’s channel access over compet-
ing STAs avoiding traffic asymmetry (2) provides a fairness
framework alleviating the problem of performance loss due
to rate-diversity/fairness and (3) avoids degradation due to
TCP behaviour. We demonstrate that WiFox not only im-
proves downlink goodput by 400-700 % but also reduces re-
quest’s average response time by 30-40 %.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Local and
Wide-Area Networks–Access schemes
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Design, Experimentation, Measurement, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
WLANs are the most popular means of access to the In-

ternet. The proliferation of mobile devices equipped with
WiFi interfaces, such as smart phones, laptops, and personal
mobile multimedia devices, has heightened this trend. The
performance of WiFi hotspots serving locations such as large
conventions and busy airports has been extremely poor. In
such a setting, more than one WiFi access points (APs)
provide wireless access to the Internet for many user devices
(STAs). The followings are the commonly cited causes of
this problem.

• Contention and collision. When many STAs are
competing for channel resources using CSMA/CA, the
overhead of handling high contentions, such as carrier
sensing, back-off and collisions, can be very high.

• Rate diversity and fairness. In an access net-
work, different STAs may have different channel condi-
tions. WiFi typically adopts an automatic rate adapta-
tion scheme where poorer channel STAs use lower-rate
modulation schemes which has a side effect of occupy-
ing longer channel time for transmission of the same
size packets. As poorer STAs will use more channel
resources, the overall throughput is reduced.

• Random losses and TCP performance. TCP is
the most commonly used transport protocol. But it
treats all packet losses as congestion related and re-
duces its transmission rates for each packet loss. Un-
fortunately, wireless channels are prone to random packet
losses unrelated to congestion. TCP throughput in
WiFi can be low when many losses occur due to low
channel quality and collisions.

• Traffic asymmetry. In an access network, a single
AP serves all associated clients. Moreover our analysis
of network traces [27, 28] shows that downlink (AP to
STAs) traffic is much greater than uplink traffic (4-
10 times), attributable to commonly used client-and-
server based applications (e.g., web and email). This
asymmetry of data traffic combined with IEEE 802.11
DCF providing equal opportunity for channel access
to both APs and STAs results in congested APs and
subsequent packet losses.

There have been many proposals to fix or ameliorate these
problems. However, the existing solutions do not sufficiently
address the problem. Major limitations of existing solutions
are as follows.
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First, the existing approaches [3, 36, 31, 14] to the per-
formance optimization of WiFi are highly atomistic, focus-
ing only on fixing one or a subset of these problems. In
general, performance optimization must take a holistic ap-
proach with careful considerations of complex interactions
among various control “knobs” of optimization. Tweaking
an unsuitable combination of knobs may not bring sufficient
performance improvement and may even negatively impact
the performance.

Second, many existing solutions are not amenable to prac-
tical deployment because nearly all cases require changes
in both APs and clients and sometimes also in the MAC
layer coordination that can be realized only by modifying
the firmware of wireless interface cards. While deploying a
new (modified) AP is relatively easy in a hotspot, deploying
client solutions is difficult because of the diversity of client
devices. For practical and incremental deployability, a pro-
posed modification must be limited to AP.

Third, many existing solutions are not tested in real net-
works with realistic network workloads. Most of them are
based on simulation or theoretical analysis [18, 17, 9]. There
is a significant gap among the results predicted from real
network experiments, simulation and theoretical analysis.
Therefore, it is hard to predict the actual performance of
these proposed solutions.

All the above factors deter the deployment of these so-
lutions in production networks. In this paper we demon-
strate that solving the problem of traffic asymmetry results
in maximum performance improvements for large audience
environments. We find correlation between the presence of
asymmetry in network traffic and instantaneous transmis-
sion queue at the WiFi AP and develop a mechanism where
traffic asymmetry is inferred in real time, prioritizing the
AP accordingly for channel resource access over competing
STAs. For large audience environments, the prioritization of
AP’s traffic enables efficient realization of AP-only fairness
solutions. The key contribution of our work is the empirical
study of the performance implications of these solutions in
order to optimize the performance of busy WiFi hotspots.
To add realism to our results, we implemented our solutions
in an off-the-shelf commercial IEEE 802.11g AP, constructed
a real network testbed of 45 WiFi nodes and tested the per-
formance of various optimization settings in network traffic
loads emulating the traffic patterns captured from real traces
[27, 28].

In the ensuing sections, we start with understanding the
characteristics of wireless networks in Large Audience Envi-
ronments (LAE ) in section 2. We discuss the attributes of a
desired solution based on these observations and in section 3
discuss design and implementations of our solution. Descrip-
tion of testbeds and experimental procedures are provided in
section 4 and experimental results are provided in section 5.
Later we discuss related works in section 6 and finally con-
clude our contributions in section 7.

2. TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS
In this section, we characterize the nature of WLAN traf-

fic patterns for large audience environments. In past Maier
et al. [20] analysed the traffic characteristics for residential
broadband Internet traffic while Raghavendra et al. [23] and
Rodrig et al. [27] analysed the same for large conference
environments. Of the two Rodrig et al. [27] analysed net-
work traces for SIGCOMM 2004 and reported presence of

the asymmetric traffic patterns with around 80 % of total
consisting of downlink traffic. To further confirm the sim-
ilar trend in a relatively more contemporary data set, we
analysed the SIGCOMM 2008 traces [28] which capture the
WLAN traffic occurring during the event.

Figure 1a & 1b show the number of active STAs and aggre-
gate network throughput measured each minute. Figure 1a
shows the difference in the number of active clients sending
uplink requests and receiving downlink responses. Figure 1b
shows relatively low wireless throughput for such an envi-
ronment. These two figures show that for large number of
associated clients, many STAs couldn’t receive any response
from servers resulting in degraded throughput attributable
mainly to the bottleneck for downlink traffic at the AP. We
also observe that downlink throughput is significantly higher
than uplink most of the time. Figure 1c shows the CDF of
the ratio of the downlink traffic volume over the total traf-
fic volume measured from all traces. More than 90% of the
traces have the ratio greater than 50%. These figures clearly
show the presence of high asymmetry between uplink and
downlink traffic which is further quantified in Table 1.

% of Protocol % Out of Total
Downlink TCP 91.2 83.4

UDP 8.8
Uplink TCP 82.5 16.6

UDP 17.5

Table 1: Ratio of TCP and UDP of Downlink and Uplink
Traffic in terms of number of bytes

Application Type TCP (%) UDP (%)
Web 56.54 0.00
IPSec 0.00 59.46
Email 12.99 0.00
Chat 0.59 0.00

Service Discovery 0.00 1.36
File Sharing 0.50 0.00

DNS 0.00 8.60
NetBIOS 0.72 9.44

Secure Shell 5.62 0.00
Streaming 0.69 0.00

Remote Desktop Service 0.42 0.00
Network Configuration 0.00 1.71

Others 21.93 19.43

Table 2: Types of applications in TCP and UDP traffic.

We classified the application types of the captured pack-
ets in Table 2, based on their port addresses. Among iden-
tified TCP packets, 57% of TCP traffic is Web traffic, 13%
is email, and 6% is SSH. For UDP traffic, 60% is for IPSec
NAT traffic, 10% is for NetBIOS, and 9% is for DNS. These
data indicate that most of the TCP and UDP traffic are for
client-and-server applications (Web, email, NAT, DNS, and
NetBIOS) whose servers are running in the Internet.

Figure 2 shows the inter-arrival times for uplink UDP
and TCP packets. They can be fit to exponential distri-
butions using the maximum likelihood estimation. The av-
erage inter-arrival times are about 47 ms for TCP and 88
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Figure 1: (a) Number of STAs sending Uplink/Downlink requests per minute (b) Downlink/Uplink throughput averaged over
one minute (c) Distribution of Downlink/Uplink over total traffic volume ratio
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Figure 2: Distribution of Interval of TCP and UDP Uplink

ms for UDP. Note that these rates are conservative because
not all STAs are associated with the measurement AP.

Rodrig et al. [27] illustrates that the ratio of STAs experi-
encing network failure over all STAs increases as the number
of STAs increases in a wireless network. Further our analy-
sis of traffic also validates the results obtained by Rodrig et
al. [27]. We highlight two major points from our analysis.

• WLAN traffic is highly asymmetric in nature. On av-
erage, about 80% of the total traffic is downlink.

• The majority of the traffic (80 to 90%) is TCP. A ma-
jority of the TCP traffic (∼70%) is from web and email,
both known to generate heavy-tail traffic patterns [10,
29].

We leverage these results to design our testbed emulating
such an environment. These network characteristics also
guide the design choices of our solutions. It is evident from
this analysis that the asymmetry in network traffic inten-
sifies with the increase in the number of associated STAs.
This results in performance bottleneck at the AP for down-
link traffic and thus motivates the need for a mechanism to
prioritize medium access for the AP over STAs under heavy
traffic load. In next section we will discuss design and im-
plementations of our solution.

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Previously we discussed various factors that result in per-

formance degradation for WIFi in LAE. In this section we
will discuss how we tackled each of those problems. We de-
scribe our novel method for AP’s adaptive priority control

(APC) which solves the problem of traffic asymmetry. We
then present our implementation of AP-only fairness frame-
work which addresses the problem of unfair resource alloca-
tions due to rate diversity. We further discuss our imple-
mentations of TCP Proxy/ECN to resolve the problems of
TCP performance for LAE. Combining all these solutions
in an optimal manner we propose our solution called WiFi
For Large Conference Environment (WiFox).

Class CWmin CWmax AIFS TXOPLimit
AP 1 5 1 64
STAs 5 10 N/A N/A

Table 3: An example of parameter value setting enabling
the highest priority channel access by the AP. TXOPLimit
is denoted in terms of the number of 5 us slots. The default
value of AIFS in IEEE 802.11e is 2. The settings for STAs is
the default setting of IEEE 802.11g which uses DIFS instead
of AIFS and does not define TXOP (so its value is set to 0).
DIFS is much larger than AIFS.

3.1 Priority Control
The asymmetric nature of WLAN traffic as discussed in

Section 2 causes congestion at the AP which becomes a
bottleneck under heavy traffic load. The DCF-based IEEE
802.11 MAC is designed to give the AP the same opportu-
nity to the wireless medium as the STAs in the basic service
set even though the AP has the greatest amount of the traffic
to transmit. Under heavy downlink load coupled with high
contention from many active STAs, the AP cannot flush its
traffic quickly, thus becoming a performance bottleneck and
suffering a high rate of packet losses from both transmission
queue overflow and collisions due to high contention. This
motivates the need for a mechanism enabling a controlled
preferential treatment to the overloaded AP over STAs for
medium access.

We cannot give the AP high priority over STAs by default.
It has an adverse effect on network performance: because the
uplink traffic in the form of client requests from the STAs
will be stifled, it will lead to a decreased downlink traffic
which in light network load, can reduce the network good-
put. Therefore a fine balance is required between uplink and
downlink traffic in order to optimize network throughput.

We propose an APC scheme wherein the percentage of
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Figure 3: The illustration of the WiFox priority control
model. For ease of illustration, the random k slots of high
priority is chosen to be slot 0 to k − 1 in each cycle of T .
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Figure 4: Effect of a priority setting on UDP Throughput.
Node 4 runs with the HIGH priority setting specified in Ta-
ble 3 while the other nodes run at the DEFAULT setting

downlink traffic being given priority is proportionately con-
trolled based on the dynamic traffic load at the AP. This
ensures that at low load the STAs get an equal opportunity
as the AP to transmit requests and at higher loads the AP
have a higher access priority proportional to the amount
of downlink traffic. APC is designed in two steps. First,
we deal with a priority model to define fine-grained MAC-
level priority levels which are easy to control. Second, we
develop an algorithm for adaptive control of priority levels
that adjusts the channel access priority of the AP according
to dynamic downlink traffic load.

3.1.1 Linear Scaling Priority Model

A common way to control the priority of channel access
is to reduce the inter frame space (IFS) of WiFi and back-
off duration values of each packet transmission so that the
packet transmission starts before all other nodes start check-
ing for the availability of the wireless medium. The following
four parameters of IEEE 802.11e are commonly available
from software WiFi drivers: (1) the minimum contention
window size 2CWmin ; (2) the maximum contention window
size 2CWmax ; (3) the Transmission Opportunity Limit (TX-
OPLimit), defined as the maximum duration that a node
can transmit without contending for the wireless channel
with Short Inter Frame Space (SIFS); and (4) inter frame
spaces (DIFS or AIFS, PIFS and SIFS).

Striking good balance between uplink and downlink traffic
in the presence of dynamically varying traffic load requires
a fine-grain control of channel access priority. This requires
(a) a set of fine-grained priority levels, and (b) an estimation
of the impact of each level on the probability of channel
access by the AP and STAs. But these requirements are very

difficult to meet by simply adjusting the MAC parameters,
especially because the impact of each particular parameter
value, let alone their combinations, on the channel access
probability of the AP and STAs is not well defined. For
instance, given two value settings: (CWmin = 2, CWmax

= 6, TXOPLimint = 32, AIFS = 3), and (3,5,0,2), which
one has higher priority? If one has higher priority than the
other, then how much do they differ in terms of channel
access probability?

To address this problem, we take a novel approach that al-
lows for a linear scaling of the access probability. The linear
scaling permits convenient and accurate control of the chan-
nel access probability of the AP. We first define a setting of
the MAC parameters that assigns the highest priority for the
AP – when the AP competes for channel access with that
setting, it wins the access most of the time. We call such a
setting HIGH. The default value setting of these parameters
is called DEFAULT. Table 3 shows one particular example
of such a setting. Note that some of these parameters are
defined only in IEEE 802.11e. However, this setting is com-
patible with STAs supporting any of IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n.
We only need the AP software to support IEEE 802.11e.
The MADWIFI driver of WLAN provides the interfaces for
controlling these parameters.

To get a set of fine-grained priority levels satisfying our
requirements, we then divide the channel time of the AP
into continuous intervals of time T. Each unit of T is fur-
ther divided into n slots of duration T/n. If the AP has
a priority level k ≤ n, then k random slots out of the n
slots within each T are high priority slots and the remain-
ing slots are low priority slots. When the AP has a packet
to transmit, if its current real-time indicates it is in a high
priority slot, it accesses the channel with the HIGH setting;
otherwise, it accesses the channel with the DEFAULT set-
ting. Figure 3 illustrates this model. The random choice
of the high priority slots with each cycle of T is intended
to avoid collision among WiFox APs running in proximity.
Because CWmax of HIGH is set to 5, even if multiple WiFox
APs are competing, they have a room for random backoffs
(up to 32 slots). With proper planning of LAE, a situation
where many WiFox APs are competing in the same inter-
ference range can be avoided. Note that this model does
not require time synchronization with STAs, nor with other
APs. because it controls the access priority of the AP – the
STAs simply use their default settings governed always by
whatever IEEE 802.11 standard they are currently following.

This way, n fine grained priority levels can be obtained by
controlling the number of slots (in each interval T ) in which
the AP receives very high priority. This scheme supports a
nice linear scaling property where the average throughput
of the high priority node increases in linear proportion to its
priority level. This linear scaling makes it very convenient
to design an adaptive control algorithm.

To verify that the parameter value setting in Table 3 in-
creases the priority of packet transmissions correctly, we con-
ducted a simple experiment consisting of 5 senders trans-
mitting an Iperf UDP flow to one receiver. All nodes uses
Netgear IEEE 802.11b/g card with Atheros chipset. We
modified the MADWIFI driver in one of the senders to im-
plement our priority model which is activated in alternating
periods of 100 seconds. The other nodes always use the de-
fault IEEE 802.11 standard. We measure the throughput
of each sender. Figure 4 shows the alternating periods of
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Figure 5: Linear scaling property of our priority model. The
average throughput of the high priority node increases more
or less linearly proportionally to its priority level

100s where the high priority node (node 4) gets much higher
throughput than the other nodes. In the remaining periods,
the throughput of all nodes is comparable because all the
nodes use the same default IEEE 802.11g setting.

To verify the linear scaling property of our priority model,
we set n to 10 and T to 100ms, and vary the number of
prioritized slots from 1 to 10 in the experiment taken in
Figure 5. We measure the average throughput of node 4
for each priority level only during the intervals of prioritized
accesses. Figure 5 shows the linear scaling property of our
priority model being closely approximated in terms of the
throughput achieved by the high priority node with various
priority level settings.

3.1.2 Adaptive Priority Control

It is rational to assume that the provision of priority to
the downlink traffic at the AP needs to be closely related
to the dynamic traffic load at the AP. Dynamic downlink
traffic load at the AP can be reliably estimated by the in-
stantaneous transmission queue size of the AP where the
maximum queue size is limited by an upper bound, Qmax.
Therefore, we design adaptive priority control(APC) models
determining the priority level depending on the transmission
queue size at the AP for WiFox. Here, we map 10 priority
levels into the slotted queue size whose maximum, Qmax

is 50. We apply two intuitive criteria in designing APC
models. First, APC models should have the lowest priority
(e.g., no downlink) at zero queue size and the highest pri-
ority at max queue size. Second, the priority level of APC
models should be monotonically increasing as the queue size
increases. There may exist uncountably many models satis-
fying the criteria but amongst them, we choose 4 represen-
tative models which lead to totally different behaviors in the
priority control and in the queue size variation. The models
we choose are depicted in Fig. 6 and their characteristics are
described below.
Logarithmic APC model (PC-LGA) provides a steep
growth of the priority level for a small increase in the low
queue size. Then, the growth speed diminishes as the queue
size approaches the maximum. PC-LGA shows the most
aggressive priority control among the 4 models as it main-
tains downlink priority unless the queue size becomes too
low. PC-LGA serves more downlink traffic even under low
queue size however this eventually tends to empty the queue
because choking the data request in the uplink may result
the lack of data arrival to the downlink queue of the AP in
future.

Figure 6: Four representative priority control functions.

Exponential APC model (PC-EXP) provides an expo-
nential growth of the priority level at the high queue size.
From a different point of view, it rapidly backs off the pri-
ority of the downlink when the queue size starts to reduce.
It loses the chance of serving downlink traffic for low and
medium queue size but this conservative back-off will bring
about a large amount of data arrivals, hence the queue has
a very low probability of becoming empty.
Linear APC model (PC-LIN) provides a non-special growth
of the priority level. It balances the downlink and uplink
proportionally. There will be no aggressiveness in serving
downlink traffic nor rapid back-off.
Logistic APC model (PC-LGI) provides a combinational
priority control of the exponential growth and the logarith-
mic reduction in the middle level of queue size. Thus, PC-
LGI is aggressively serving downlink traffic at the high queue
size and rapidly backs off when the queue size drops below
a certain level. (e.g., half of Qmax) PC-LGI can be con-
sidered as a threshold policy in controlling priority since it
determines only on and off according to the threshold value.

3.2 Fairness Control
WiFox integrates a fairness control with APC. It does not

advocate one particular notion of fairness over another. In-
stead it offers a framework in which the system designer can
plug in his own implementation of a control algorithm that
best suits his needs.

WiFox can help realize the potential of AP-only fairness
control. During the period of heavy downlink traffic, WiFox
assigns a high priority level to AP, and thus, AP packets
will always get high priority over uplink packets. Since the
channel time will be consumed mostly by AP with its pri-
oritized accesses, this ensures that channel time allocation
asymptotically follows whatever notion of fairness the im-
plemented control strives to accomplish.

WiFox offers a framework where the AP-only fairness al-
gorithm is implemented as a kernel module of the AP which
functions in the IP layer just above the MAC layer (where
APC runs). The module contains a separate transmission
queue for each active destination STA. It uses Netfilter archi-
tecture to capture outgoing packets using the POST ROUT-
ING hook before they reach the MAC layer. If the captured
packets are destined for the wireless interface, they are en-
queued in their queues corresponding to their destinations.
Queues are dynamically created and deleted on an as needed
basis.

Figure 7 illustrates the architecture of the WiFox frame-
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Figure 7: The architecture of the WiFox framework

work. The system designer can plug in his own fairness
control algorithm here. For instance, time fairness can be
implemented as follows. The kernel module maintains a
channel occupancy time table of which entries maintain ex-
ponentially weighted moving averages of channel occupancy
time for all destination queues it current holds. The module
periodically monitors the instantaneous transmission queue
size in the MAC layer. If space is available, the scheduler
picks a non-empty queue with the minimum channel occu-
pancy time and sends a packet from that queue to the MAC
layer for transmission. If two or more queues have the same
minimum channel occupancy time, it selects one in a round
robin manner. The channel occupancy time of a transmitted
packet is computed based on its size and the estimate of the
current data rate. The channel occupancy times of all the
queues are periodically updated by taking a moving average
with the total channel occupancy time that their packets
transmitted since the last update. It should be noted that
our post-routing netfilter hooks filter out TCP data packets
and queue them in appropriate destination queues and all
other packets traverse directly to the AP’s TxQ. This en-
sures that WiFox does not interferes with the network stack
traversal of other packets and can easily support function-
alities like pure link layer forwarding etc.

3.3 TCP Proxy/ECN
Apart from prioritization and fairness solutions, we will

discuss briefly how we dealt with performance degradation
due to Random Losses and TCP Performance under our de-
sign constraints. In the past, the problem of random losses
interpreted as packet loss due to congestion has been solved
using Explicit Congestion Notifications (ECN) [25]. To en-
able ECN, we modified AP’s MAC driver and TCP stack
to send congestion notification to the server with STA’s ac-
knowledgements when its instantaneous transmission queue
(TxQ) exceeds a predetermined threshold. TCP proxy can
further avoid performance degradation by bringing the server
closer to the STA virtually and enabling faster reactions to
its fluctuating network conditions [19]. TCP Proxy (Fig 8) is

Figure 8: TCP Proxy implementation at AP

Figure 9: Placement of various nodes in our Testbed. Dis-
tance between AP and STAs ranges between 10-40 meters

implemented at AP using IPtables and NAT and it receives
all requests from the clients as a virtual server and transmits
new requests as a virtual client to real Internet servers. In
next section we will discuss the experimental set-up under
which we tested the performances of these proposed solu-
tions.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section we present our detailed experimental method-

ology for evaluating WiFox on our testbed. We will discuss
how we built our testbed, emulated the traffic patterns sim-
ilar to those of SIGCOMM 2008 traces [28] and conducted
experiments to quantify performance gains of our solutions.

4.1 Testbed
Our experimental set-up consists of a testbed with multi-

ple APs and 45 STAs deployed at our research lab (about
2600 sqft area). The architecture and layout of the testbed
are shown in Figures 10 and 9 respectively. Scaling the lay-
out from Figure 9, we can see that distance between STAs
and AP ranges between 10-40 meters. The testbed consists
of 24 STAs and 2 File Servers (FSs) of Type A and 21 STAs
and an AP of Type B. Type A machines have an AMD Dual
Core processor with 2 GB RAM, 160 GB Hard Disk, Netgear
IEEE 802.11b/g wireless card with Atheros chipset and De-
bian OS with kernel version 2.6.27.12-1. Type B machines
have a VIA processor with 1 GB RAM, 60 GB Hard Disk
and the rest of the configuration is the same as Type A.
It should be noted that machines we used as APs are not
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Figure 10: Test Bed Architecture
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Figure 11: (a) We observe that traffic asymmetry is corre-
lated with TxQ length (b) Downlink goodput for entire net-
work drops significantly when number of associated clients
increase from 5 to 25

computation intensive ones and are comparable to ones com-
mercially used for such network environments. Also usage
of netfilter hooks should not limit the scalability of our solu-
tion as they can be efficiently embedded with basic routing
module itself for the APs.

The wireless interface card uses the MADWIFI [2] Linux
Device Driver, an open source project under GPL. We have
two File Servers (FSs) which act like remote servers over
the Internet. All STAs can access these FSs through an AP.
To give more realistic network delay between all STAs and
FSs, we place a DummyNet [1] using FreeBSD. DummyNet
assigns different delays per tcp traffic flow. We configure the
DummyNet to give flow delay values between 5-200 ms.

4.2 Traffic Modeling
We use SURGE [7], a web traffic generator, and Iperf, for

traffic generation. To reflect more contemporary web traf-
fic patterns consisting of large file sizes, we adopt a modi-
fied form of SURGE [12] which makes available a number
of parameters for tuning the traffic patterns. In our setup,
SURGE generates web requests and the file servers generate
replies by sending random sized files. The inter-arrival time
of requests in SURGE follows an exponential distribution
and can be controlled using the SURGE rate parameter. By
default, we set the average inter-arrival time of TCP requests
to 2 seconds, with which 5-45 active STAs each running be-
tween 5-25 threads, gives the aggregate inter-arrival time

of about 40-200 ms which is close to what we observed for
the uplink rate of TCP measured from the SIGCOMM 2008
traces [28]. By varying the number of active STAs, we can
evaluate WiFox under various work loads.

From the traffic analysis [28], we can see that UDP traffic
from STAs or APs is constantly generated. This UDP packet
transmission in uplink traffic affects the downlink TCP traf-
fic from APs. To emulate this phenomenon, we generate
uplink UDP traffic from each STA in our experiments. So,
we also use UDP traffic as well as the TCP requests for the
uplink traffic. By doing so, we also expect that the UDP
traffic could play a role of other interferences which pre-
vents APs’ packet transmission [9], thus we refer this UDP
traffic as Background Traffic. Most of the experiments we
performed are tested for background traffic in the range 0-
30 Kbps per STA. However, even with the different UDP
traffic rate, overall pattern for most of our results remains
unchanged and thus until specified otherwise we present re-
sults with 25 Kbps only.

4.3 Experimental Procedure
Most experiments in this paper involve one AP and a set

of STAs associated with it. All machines are connected to
a server from which we can control all testbed components.
We use tcpdump to gather every trace file at the file servers
and STAs and uses tshark to extract the relevant data from
the tcpdump files. UDP data is analysed with our own tool.
We have several kernel modules of the modified MADWIFI
driver at the AP for our implementations of various schemes
which are dynamically loaded according to testing require-
ments. Each data point has been obtained by averaging the
results from experiments repeated for 5-30 rounds with the
duration of each round in the range of 120-240 secs.

We implement various different fairness control algorithms
for WiFox like throughput maximization (TM), time fair-
ness (TF) and round robin (RR) etc. Among them we chose
time-fairness (TF) for our evaluation. We used 10 priori-
tization levels as it was a good number to implement our
dynamic adaptation scheme. We tried various other quanti-
zation levels but there were no benefits in terms of network
performance. We evaluate the following protocols for com-
parison.

• NPC: the default IEEE 802.11g with no priority con-
trol.

• WANG: the protocol proposed in [36]. The only ex-
isting work on solving traffic asymmetry in WiFi net-
works that does not require change in STAs.

• NPC-{TF}: NPC is combined with TF.

• PC-{LIN,EXP,LOG,LIG}: APC with one of the lin-
ear, exponential, logarithmic, and logistic priority con-
trol functions.

To corroborate our understanding of traffic asymmetry
problem in real LAE, we run an experiment with default
NPC module on our emulated LAE testbed. Figure 11a,
shows variation of TxQ length for the duration of exper-
iment. For lesser number of associated STAs, problem of
TxQ saturation and subsequent packet losses is not signifi-
cant, but as associated STAs increase we observe immediate
TxQ saturation. Figure 11b shows severe goodput degrada-
tion as AP saturates, which conforms with our observation
for LAE from SIGCOMM 2008 traces [28].
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Figure 12: Here default is NPC, TCP Proxy/ECN is solution
1, AP-only TF realization is solution 2 and their combina-
tion is solution 3. Clearly these solutions result in 70-100 %
improvement in downlink goodput for 25 associated clients

5. EVALUATION
In this section we present a detailed analysis and results of

the experiments carried to test the performance of WiFox.
We summarize the major results as follows.

• AP only TF, TCP ECN & Proxy solutions result in
improvements of around 70-100 % for downlink good-
put.

• Among all the performance degradation factors, traf-
fic asymmetry results in maximum performance loss
for LAE. WiFox adaptively prioritizes AP’s channel
access and results in 400-700 % goodput improvement
for downlink traffic and 50-150 % total goodput im-
provement.

• WiFox enhances user experiences with a faster requests
serve rate. It results in the reduction of response time
by 40-60 %.

• All variants of APC perform significantly better than
existing solutions.

5.1 Non-APC Solutions
Since we strive to ensure that our solution will be eas-

ily deployable, we limit our evaluation to existing solutions
that require modifications only to APs and require no fur-
ther changes in STAs or 802.11 MAC protocol. Figure 12
shows the performance comparison for TCP/ECN and AP-
only fairness realizations for 25 associated clients. We ob-
serve that downlink goodput performance improves by 70-
100% when these solutions are applied. Clearly solution 2
does not uses TCP Proxy/ECN and yet shows performance
improvements as compared to NPC, thus we should expect
performance improvements for solutions without TCP Proxy
(NAT boxes) also. All the solutions presented here are prac-
tical realizations of existing works [33, 25, 19] focusing on
one particular performance degradation factor. We expect
even better performance gains by solving the problem of
traffic asymmetry.

5.2 WiFox
WiFox combines implementations of TCP Proxy/ECN and

AP-only fairness with adaptive AP priority control (APC).
We will now analyze the performance of WiFox with other
existing schemes.
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Figure 14: Network downlink goodput benefits significantly
with prioritization and performance gains upto 700 % are
achievable

5.2.1 Performance

We compare the performance of WiFox with default NPC
and WANG. For brevity of discussion we chose PC-LGA
from among many APC variants for comparison in this sec-
tion. Later we will compare the performance of all APC
variants in Section 5.2.3. Figure 13a shows that dynam-
ically prioritizing AP over STAs avoids queue saturation
and packet losses due to buffer overflow and increased con-
tention. Average TxQ length for 45 clients is slightly less
than that for 25 clients which is attributable to the log-
arithmic nature of the mapping function. In Figure 13b,
we observe that for WiFox TCP retransmission rate is not
affected by the increased number of associated clients as
it results in reduced contention by prioritizing AP traffic.
Figure 13c strongly demonstrates significant goodput per-
formance gains achieved through priority control. As the
amount of traffic load increases with the number of asso-
ciated clients we observe a slight decrease in uplink traf-
fic which is compensated with significant improvement for
downlink goodput (Figure 14) for WiFox.

Figure 15 shows that downlink goodput improvements are
not achieved at the cost of fairness. We compared time
fairness performance of various schemes using Proportional

Fairness Index (PFIndex), which is defined as PF =
∑

N

i=1
Xi logXi

N
,

where Xi is the goodput of node i ∈ [1, N ] and N is the num-
ber of clients. We also observe that fairness performance for
WiFox is marginally better than NPC-TF because AP gets
more airtime for WiFox enabling effective realization of fair-
ness schemes [33]. To improve our understanding of whether
prioritizing AP impacts link rate adaptation, we observed
the corresponding average link rates for each station. Fig-
ure 16 shows that no such correlation exists and we have
similar average link rate with or without priority control.

5.2.2 User Experience

So far we have discussed performance in terms of network
goodput and fairness. WiFox results in significant goodput
performance improvement, but that does not always corre-
late with better user experience. Reduced response time for
a request is considered as more critical than improved good-
put for activities such as web browsing [8]. In this section
we probed whether WiFox results in reduced response time.
We developed an experiment Fixed and Inflated, where each
client sends a fixed number of requests (25), and observation
duration is inflated from two to four minutes. Sending fixed
number of requests for a longer duration ensures reception
of all sent requests by the server. Figure 17, shows the cu-
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Figure 13: All three graphs use the same legend. (a) Dynamically prioritizing AP traffic reduces TxQ length by 40-50 % (b)
Number of retransmissions are reduced by 70-80 % (c) thus consequently resulting in aggregate goodput improvements by
75-125 %
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Figure 15: Proportional Fairness Index for 25 clients shows
marginal improvement of 10-20 % in fairness among con-
tending STAs
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mulative distribution of completed requests with respect to
time. Here a steeper slope ensures faster requests serve rate.
We observe that WiFox results in reduced response time, as
backlogged packets in TxQ are promptly served. As WiFox
ensures higher channel access priority to APs, thus delay at
its TxQ for response packets is lesser as compared to other
schemes. 70-80 % of sent requests are not served within
the observation interval for AP’s without priority control.
Shorter response time for WiFox not only improves the user
experience, but with the philosophy of ”race to sleep” will
save energy for smart devices [24].

5.2.3 APC Variants

So far we have discussed results with PC-LGA scheme for
brevity. In this section we will compare performance dif-
ferences among all the APC variants. We carried out an
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Figure 17: WiFox requests serve rate is 4 times faster than
NPC and it reduces response time by 40-60 %. Values in
parenthesis give the average response time for each scheme
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Figure 18: Goodput for APC variants with 25 associated
clients

experiment with all variants on similar lines as explained in
section 4.3. Figure 18 shows their goodput performance for
25 associated clients. In terms of goodput, there is little dif-
ference, though PC-LGA performs slightly better than the
others. We observed earlier that for 25 or more associated
clients, the queue saturates instantly to the maximum value.
PC-LGA is aggressive in assigning higher priority to down-
link traffic, but under a heavy load as emulated from real
LAE, it outperforms other APC variants. Aggressive prior-
ity assignment of PC-LGA is evident in Figure 19 as it has
the smallest TxQ length of all the variants. As PC-EXP is
the least aggressive its TxQ has more packets backlogged at
any given time, similarly, as expected PC-LGI is bounded by
exponential and logarithmic mappings. Figure 20 shows the
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Figure 20: Distribution of Priority Level for APC Variants
for 5 and 25 associated clients respectively

cumulative distribution of time spent at each priority level
by APC variants for two disparate traffic loads. PC-LIN is
uniformly distributed for all priority levels, with a steeper
slope for 25 clients. With fewer associated clients PC-LGI
follows PC-EXP, contending with default priority for most
of the time and swiftly moves towards PC-LGA as the traffic
load increases.
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Figure 21: Performance with varying Uplink TCP Traffic
for 25 STAs. For entire experiment downlink request rate
for each client was 0.50 per second

5.3 Test for Robustness
To evaluate the performance of our scheme for robustness,

we tested WiFox for following scenarios.

5.3.1 Impact of varying Uplink Traffic

In all our previous experiments tcp uplink traffic is gen-
erated by requests sent by STAs to web servers. To account
for TCP uplink traffic generated by activities like photo up-
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Figure 22: Goodput for varying UDP background trafic with
respect to zero background goodput of each
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Figure 23: Normalized distribution of downlink goodput for
each STA. STAmischv (STA 7) requests files of large size
and impacts the performance of other clients for NPC-TF
scheme

loads, cloud synchronization etc, we test WiFox for varying
uplink traffic. Wireless stations respond to the requests gen-
erated by the web server at different rates. Figure 21 shows
the performance of WiFox compared to NPC for varying ad-
ditional uplink traffic. For default NPC, we observe signifi-
cant improvement in uplink goodput at the cost of downlink
traffic. Conversely for WiFox we observe a slight increase
in uplink/downlink goodput ratio. WiFox prioritizes down-
link traffic and ensures service of downlink requests is not
affected with increasing uplink traffic. Such a behaviour is
highly desirable for a large audience environment, where ex-
cess uplink activities of a few clients can impact the downlink
performance of an entire network.

5.3.2 Impact of Background UDP Traffic

In this experiment, all associated clients generate TCP
traffic using SURGE as usual, but they vary the amount of
uplink UDP traffic from 0 to 30 Kbps. As previously dis-
cussed, increase in background traffic, results in intensified
channel contentions for AP. Also more UDP uplink requests
imply fewer TCP requests sent to the server and thus re-
sults in reduced TCP downlink traffic. In figure 22, we show
downlink goodput degradation for varying UDP traffic with
respect to the goodput without any UDP traffic for both the
schemes. We observe widening of the performance degrada-
tion gap with increasing background traffic. For background
traffic of 30 Kbps per STA, we observe TCP downlink traffic
for other schemes is nearly zero, whereas WiFox still man-
ages to serve TCP requests.
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5.3.3 Impact of bulky downloads

So far we considered all users requesting short transfers
when using the web. In this experiment we want to test
what happens if a client downloads large files. All the other
24 STAs send TCP requests as usual, except for one STA
(STAmischv) which requests large sized files (150 Mb). In or-
der to ensure that TxQ has maximum packets for STAmischv,
we start its transfer two seconds before the others. Figure 23
shows the distribution of downlink goodput achieved by each
node for NPC-TF and WiFox. It is evident that STAmischv

dominates the TxQ at the AP and achieves maximum good-
put without prioritization. Whereas WiFox ensures that
downlink airtime is fairly shared among all STAs avoiding
unfairness due to bulk download. With prioritization, AP
has maximum access to channel resources and ensures effec-
tive realization of AP-only fairness schemes. It should be
noted that Figure 23 shows normalized downlink goodput
distribution for each associated STAs and thus the two fig-
ures are not directly comparable to each other in terms of
actual downlink goodput observed.

5.3.4 Impact of Multiple APs

The application domain for WiFox are LAEs which im-
plies presence of multiple APs. This necessitates the anal-
ysis of WiFox’s behaviour in presence of multiple APs. At
the macro level we discussed in section 3.1 that high prior-
ity slots are assigned randomly. This ensures that multiple
APs operating in proximity of each other are not much af-
fected by their neighbour’s priority assignment. At micro
level, WiFox requires that all APs operating in proximity of
each other should use same set of 802.11e parameters. This
ensures that even when two APs are concurrently assigned
high priority they can compete with each other for channel
access as usual. Clearly for such an event the APs downlink
performance improvement will be lesser but since prioritiza-
tion works as usual thus we can ensure better performance
than NPC APs for similar network environment. Moreover
random priority assignment ensures that such events do not
have much impact over longer run.
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Figure 24: For Multi AP scenario, aggregate downlink good-
put for WiFox APs is significantly better than NPC ones.
Downlink network goodput for AP2 is stacked over AP1’s
to enable aggregate goodput comparison

To corroborate our understanding for multiple AP sce-
nario we conducted an experiment with two APs on our
testbed. Each AP is associated with 20 STAs and operate
in close proximity of each other. The placements of APs and
nodes are similar to our original configuration and STAs are

randomly selected to connect to either of the two APs. Fig-
ure 24, shows the downlink goodput performance of each AP
for WiFox and NPC. We observe that APs with NPC suffer
significantly as compared to those with WiFox. We observe
around 10 times improvement in overall network goodput
for 25 Kbps background traffic. Clearly the performance
improvements are more than single AP scenario as we dis-
cussed earlier which supports our understanding that NPC
APs suffer more in multiple AP scenario as compared to
WiFox.

6. RELATED WORK
WLAN performance enhancement has received a consid-

erable amount of attention in the research community. Re-
search in the area explores centralized solutions for appro-
priate channel assignments [21, 26], evaluating capacity for
each AP [35, 13], or concurrent connections with multiple
APs [16, 32] etc. to improve the overall network perfor-
mance. These solutions can be orthogonally combined with
our proposed solution to improve the performance of a large
scale WiFi network.

There have been many proposals to resolve the problems
associated with the asymmetric access patterns of WiFi to
improve the overall network throughput (e.g., [3, 36]). Most
of these proposals either require modifications in both APs
and STAs [18, 22, 17], require all nodes to support 802.11e [17],
or focus on equalizing the downlink and uplink traffic vol-
ume [22, 36]. Since downlink traffic is 4 to 10 times greater
than uplink traffic in LAE, these solutions are not effective
and even detrimental to the overall performance. Though
Bruno et al. [9] makes modification only at APs but requires
knowledge of optimal collision probability. Estimating this
optimal value for diverse network traffic is non-trivial and
limits the robustness of the solution.

Some of the related work on performance enhancement
of wireless LANs [15, 33, 6, 30], focuses on the issue of the
existence of rate diversity. They propose different meth-
ods of providing fairness amongst the STAs as a measure to
alleviate overall network performance. Tan et al. [33] pro-
posed a Time Based Fairness algorithm (TBR) to achieve
a significant gain in the throughput as compared to the
Throughput Based Fairness provided by IEEE 802.11 DCF
in multi-rate WLANs. This paper proposes an AP-only
scheme for allocation of equal channel occupancy time to all
STAs to improve the aggregate throughput in infrastructure
networks. Banchs et al. [6] also propose to solve the perfor-
mance anomaly [11] problem in IEEE 802.11 DCF by the
use of proportional fairness for throughput allocation. Aziz
et al. [4], attempts to solve the problem of jointly providing
ef̈ıň ↪Aciency and fairness in wireless networks in general as a
utility maximization problem. Our approach of prioritizing
AP for channel access enables efficient realization of these
fairness schemes( [30, 33, 11, 4, 34, 5] ).

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have examined the factors responsible for

poor performance of WiFi for large audiences. We have em-
ulated a large conference like network environment on our
testbed with 45 nodes. We have give the reasoning how pres-
ence of traffic asymmetry is one of the major factor for per-
formance degradation for such an environment and proposed
WiFox which solves the problem of traffic asymmetry along
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with performance degradation due to rate-diversity/fairness
and TCP behaviour. On our testbed we have demonstrated
that it improves downlink goodput by 400-700 % and en-
hances user experience by reducing average response time for
a request by 30-40 %. We have tested WiFox for robustness
and have demonstrated that under various test conditions
it outperforms the existing WiFi implementations. WiFox
requires modifications to AP’s software only and is adaptive
to various traffic loads, making it a suitable candidate for
wide scale deployments.

There are few open problems related to design of WiFox:
exploring relationship between different traffic patterns and
appropriate APC variants, characterizing performance of
WiFox for MIMO based 802.11n APs and developing a prior-
ity aware scheduler enabling QoS support. WiFox improves
the overall network goodput achieved thus we expect it to
improve the performance for real time applications also for
LAEs. We believe that it should be possible to ensure QoS
and support real time applications with appropriate tuning
of prioritization parameters and we intend to pursue this di-
rection in future. Our testbed currently supports evaluation
for 802.11g only and we plan to further extend our analysis
for 802.11n also.
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